**PROJECT DATASHEET ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INTERIOR**

**INTERIOR DESIGN:**
Antonio Puig  
Josep Riu  
GCA ARCHITECTS  
Valencia, 289 08009 BARCELONA  
www.gcaarq.com

Architects lead directors:  
Roser Huguet (GCA)  
Josep Puig (GCA)  
Juan Velasco (GCA)

**LANDSCAPING:**
AELAND  
Ana Esteve  
Barbara Pla

**ENGINEERING:**
PGI GRUP  
David Tuset  
Miquel Vilanova

**ACOUSTIC ASSESSOR:**
NOTSON

**LIGHT ASSESSOR:**
ANOCHE

**HEALTH AND SAFETY COORDINATOR:**  
Raul Zapater

**CONSTRUCTION COMPANY:**  
CODECSA, S.A

**MANUFACTURERS:**
- **Partitions:** ARLEX DESIGN
- **Installations:** IMTECH SPAIN
- **Telecommunication installations:** MC INGENIEROS
- **Kitchen:** ATC (ALIMENTOS TECNOLOGIA Y COCINA)
- **Custom-made furniture: management floors:** INDUSTRIAS MUNTANÉ
- **Custom-made furniture: other floors and communal areas:** MARTINEZ OTERO CONTRACT
- **Office furniture:** OFITA DISEÑO
- **Purchased furniture:** IDEES DISSENY Minotti  
  - Viccarbe  
  - Arper  
  - Casadesús  
  - Erik Jorgensen  
  - Sancal
- **EN LINEA BARCELONA:**  
  - B&B- Maxalto  
  - Knoll  
  - Fritz Hansen  
  - Poltrona Frau  
  - Andreu World  
  - Flos
- **Seating:** VITRA BERNADI
- **Carpeting:** COTLIN
- **Interior facade LEDs:** DIFUSIONA
- **Decorative lighting:** LUMEN’S Davide Groppi
Delta Light
Fontana Arte
Kundalini
Ribag
JDos
Daisalux

MILLELUMEN

Lockers: ABANO
Signage: CNR
Storage solutions: MECALUX
Access control subsystems: ARCON
Turnstiles: GUNNEBO
Gym machinery: TECHNOGYM TRADING